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“Critical thinking is the art of thinking about your thinking
while you are thinking in order to make your thinking bet-
ter: more clear, more accurate, or more defensible”
(Adamson, et al. 1989)

Abstract

This paper describes a research project carried out in a public rural school in a town in
Boyacá. This Qualitative Case Study aimed at exploring students’ English production in
moral dilemmas discussions through reading circles in the EFL classroom. The results of
this study  showed me how EFL students were able to produce meaningful ideas though
their  English achievements, connecting their living experiences with the literacy material
provided during the sessions. Reading circles are   a starting point of innovation in the EFL
classroom and a promising pedagogical practice in the development of critical literacy. The
researcher includes here the results, which are still being analysed. Finally, this paper
includes a lesson plan developed during a reading circle, and an interview gathered during
a session.

Key words: reading circles, moral dilemmas, critical literacy, living experiences.

RESUMEN

 Este artículo  describe  un proyecto de investigación  llevado a cabo en un colegio público
rural en Boyacá. El estudio  pretende  explorar la producción  del Inglés de los estudiantes,
durante la  discusión de dilemas morales  a través de círculos de lectura. El resultado de la
investigación mostró cómo los estudiantes fueron capaces de producir ideas significativas
a pesar de sus logros en el idioma extranjero, conectando sus experiencias de vida con el
material de lectura dado durante las sesiones. Los círculos de lectura son un punto de
partida en la innovación del contexto extranjero y una prometedora práctica pedagógica en
el desarrollo de la lecto-escritura crítica.  La investigadora incluye los resultados, los cuales
aún están siendo analizados.  Finalmente, este artículo incluye  un plan de clase desarrolla-
do  durante un círculo de lectura y una entrevista recogida en una sesión.

Palabras clave: círculos de lectura, dilemas morales,  lecto – escritura crítica, experiencias
de vida.
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INTRODUCTION

This article informs about the research project I have been developing as part of my studies
in the Master Program   in Language Teaching  at  Universidad Pedagógica y Tecnológica de
Colombia- Tunja. Conducting my study, I have aimed at exploring students’ English production
as they solve moral dilemmas in reading circles. This idea has grown from my desire to
understand my students’ English learning, their social needs and the connections they can
make between their own realities and school while they are becoming critical readers.
Bearing in mind that reading practices constitute a meaningful tool to become students
aware of their own learning development and their living experiences, I have implemented
on this research an innovation project in the school where I work. This is the first opportunity
the students have had to develop an English project at school as such.

In the following pages, I start by introducing the research questions which have been guiding
the study. Then I include a summary of the main constructs which provide both theoretical
and practical perspectives. Next I briefly describe the pedagogical design, the setting,
population, data collection and analysis. Then, I present some conclusions. Finally, I include
a lesson plan developed during a reading circle, a sample of field notes, and an interview
gathered during a session.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study was focused on exploring how Students´ English production emerge in reading
circles as they analyze moral dilemmas, and in the same way to analyze  the process they
carry out  when they discuss moral dilemmas related to their living experiences. Additionally,
I intended to find out the role of reading circles in students´ production when they analyze
moral dilemmas in the EFL classroom.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Literacy is best understood as a myriad of discursive forms and cultural competences that
construct and make available the various relations and experiences that exist between learners
and the world (Freire & Macedo, 1987). From this point, I feel motivated to encourage
students to value the richness they bring to class, their needs, expectations and living
experiences. Freire (1997) has stressed the use of literacy development for personal
transformation and personal action. Literacy is often viewed as simply the ability to read
and write, but in reality, literacy has taken new dimensions in the Language teaching. This
new dimension encourages students to construct a bridge between the academic life and
his daily/social life for becoming better social beings able to face up daily issues.

During moral dilemmas discussions students are encouraged to stretch their thinking and
language skills through inquiry, questioning and exploration of the texts. In this way students
have the possibility to establish “Intertextual connections” (Short, 1993) across the text
with their personal lives. Reading circles are based on the ability of the EFL students, not
only to read, but also to discuss the text, and explore the different meanings submerged in
it; reflecting and connecting to their own personal experiences and real lives. It is valuable
for students to share their stories and realities with other students, and through this process
they can discover and appreciate what they feel, what they think, what they do and what the
others think.

Schonert- Reichl, (2004) states that a moral dilemma discussion, sometimes called ethical
decision making, is a strategy in which students are pressed with a social dilemma by a
teacher who promotes interaction among students whose goal is to find some resolution  to
the dilemma. This process facilitates the application of students’ moral reasoning skills,
conflicts and issues which they face in their daily lives. Whether the dilemma discussed
comes from reading circles, current events, or the lives of the students; this type of discussion
provides students the opportunity to develop and foster critical literacy and moral
development.

Fostering the practice of  moral dilemmas discussion in the EFL classroom, becomes a
promising practice to develop: self-discipline and moral reasoning which are manifested
through social-emotional behaviours such a good listener, understanding other’s perspectives
and points of view, understanding one’s own and other’s feelings, cooperating, decision
making, and problem solving skills.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Qualitative Approach

This qualitative Case Study was based on the view that reality is built up by students interacting
with their social worlds. As Merriam states (1980, p 6) “Qualitative researchers are interested
in understanding the meaning people have constructed”, it implies how students understand
their world and the connections they built between schooling and experiences they live day
after day.

Setting and Population

This Project was developed at Colegio de Educación Básica Suaneme. It is a public school
located in the rural area of Pesca (Boyacá), a small town near Sogamoso. This research
work has involved 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students. All students took an active participation;
however, the study explored only five students’ work: three male students and two female
students, whose ages ranged from twelve to eighteen years old. These students were selected
at random. Their English level were low; they only had the opportunity of being in contact
with the English language at school and in their socio-cultural environment it was not used;
anyway they expressed they liked the English language so they expected to improve their
English proficiency.

Data Collection Instruments

Three instruments were used for collecting data: Students’ artifacts, Interviews and Field
notes. First I analyzed information I collected through field notes. Then I focused my analysis
on the data gathered from students’ interviews, which were applied to each student at the
end of each reading circle. After, I started the analysis of the students’ artifacts as I worked
in the reading circles. The same process was carried out with the four reading circles I
developed in this research work. I organized chronologically the data gathered from each
student in folders. I analyzed the five students’ data simultaneously beginning by the field
notes, then I continued with interviews and I conclude with the students’ artifacts. As I
implemented the four Reading Circles sessions, I went through the data carefully examining
the information to establish the connections with the research questions of the study.

PEDAGOGICAL DESIGN

I started out with a diagnosis and needs analysis activity which helped me to find out the
students´ attitude towards English language and the kinds of reading material they enjoy
reading in the EFL classroom.  I used a questionnaire which was answered by eighteen
students. On the other hand, taking into account the results gathered of the questionnaire
I designed the first lesson plan   for the Reading Circle number one. I could observe that
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students showed a little scared when they were questioned in English in the prereading
sessions. During the development of the reading circles the teacher wrote field notes of the
students who were selected for the study. Periodical reflections were carried out with students
after finishing each reading circle using interviews.  Four reading circles were developed
along the study. These were designed taken into account students opinions and interest.

These are some activities developed by the teacher in order to develop the reading circles.

v The teacher introduced the moral dilemma: she empowered students to read orally,
using multiple strategies (gestures, real context, and body language) for helping students
to develop reading comprehension.

v Personal experiences, posters, students’ background, questions were taken as the starting
point of dilemmas discussions.

v Teacher enhanced students to practice prediction sessions.

v Students found out the moral dilemma and took a position. They expressed and defended
their opinions.

v Group discussion: Students shared their insights and value other opinions.

v Plenary discussion: This was a kind of debate. Students learnt to listen to others. Teacher
created spaces to develop and reflect upon moral dilemmas, discussing questions posed
by her and students. Teacher was a mediator.

v The teacher enhanced students to create reflective logs, letters, role plays, pictures;
exploring their creative skills, interpretations, and critical thinking too. Students were
provided with opportunities to respond to moral dilemmas discussion in a variety of
ways. (posters, role plays, compensation strategies)

v Final reflection: these reflections were built up between teacher and students.

v Students created their own moral dilemma and shared it with their classmates.

FINDINGS

The analysing of the information let me to establish three categories:

1. Adopting strategies to fuel communication

One difficulty in the beginning of this research work was the students´ low level of
achievement, for this reason I enhanced the students to use multiple strategies for getting
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communication with the others. They showed an active attitude and a great creativity when
they used different ways for expressing their ideas and opinions. They expressed a great
pleasure doing this kind of activities in the EFL classroom because it was the first opportunity
they had to use English without judge their grammar level. They improved their reading
comprehension when they were exposed to pictures, posters and simultaneously  they enjoyed
and generated  more ideas  when the teacher  boostered them to develop group activities
related to: role plays, drawings, coloring, looking pictures, observing the environment,
completing puzzles, guessing meanings, prediction sessions and using spanglish. Perhaps
some of the students seemed to be very shy, they tried to use different resources for been
understood by the class, such as the use of gestures, hand and eye movements.

2. Looking inside reality

According to Paulo Freire (1985) literacy should be a tool for personal transformation and
social change, and it can only be so if what students are learning is directly related to their
lives. Keeping in mind this view, I found that students’ production was characterized by a
sense of transactions between their own realities and the moral dilemma itself. Each reading
circle was a democratic space for reflecting about students‘ own realities based on the
dilemma presented. They had the possibility to reflect about their reality and simultaneously
know their classmates´ needs.

3. Coming to a consensus together

This category aims at the practice of cooperating with others for coming to consensus in the
solutions to conflicts. This category includes listening to others, expressing agreements and
disagreements and finally proposing possible solutions to problems. Through this activity,
students developed the ability to cooperate with others while finding out the solutions to
dilemmas. This strategy required to develop listening respectfully valuing others´ opinions
and the speaking skill for expressing ideas, justifications, agreements and disagreements.
In this experience, I could notice how students carried out moral dilemmas discussions
making use of listening, problem solving, speaking, negotiation and reflection as key features
of working cooperatively in a group. This kind of activity allowed them to reinforce self-
confidence and group work simultaneously. To the question: ¿How did you feel developing
these activities in the Reading Circles? , one of the participants answered: “Me gusto trabajar
en grupo… así uno desarrolla  las cosas más rápido  y más fácil, me gustó la música así se
inventa uno más cosas, en las  respuestas yo estaba entre la espada y la pared”…la historia
se basa en hechos reales y ha pasado…creo que practicamos valores, perdí alguito de
miedo porque antes no podía hablar casi”, other student stated: “He aprendido a tomar
decisiones más convenientes, a dialogar, también a trabajar en grupo, a respetar a las
personas”.
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CONCLUSIONS

It has been a very interesting work which has required a lot of work due to the English level
of the students. They presented some difficulties when they used English for communicating
ideas orally related to word order and mistakes in their pronunciation. It has implied the
use of  multiple strategies in order for students understand  the moral dilemma into the
text such as the use of drawings, posters, the real context, gestures and the  body language.
This literacy experience has become a challenge and a meaningful experience where the
teacher has encouraged students to handle different language skills: reading, speaking,
writing, listening, vocabulary and grammar making use of multiple resources. Besides the
students´ English level, students have had the opportunity to learn to work in group,
reinforcing active participation and  promoting self-discipline and moral reasoning  which
are manifested  through diverse ways  such as the  creation of new endings, pictures,
collages, posters sessions, verbal and non verbal responses.

It has been interesting to evidence how students go beyond in their development of literacy
skills to think deeply and critically about the readings by making transactions among the
texts they read and their daily living experiences. At this respect, during one of the sessions,
one of the students   expressed: “Work y study is hard and the teacher no entendio a Luis...
the poverty is hard.” other student stated “Estoy entre la espada y la pared: the vengeance is
not good but we have to guard secrets porque a friend is a friend”. I have perceived important
insights about my students’ way of thinking and connecting readings with social issues.
Thus, this experience has become a reflective space for promoting and reinforcing moral
values improving students’ way of thinking, living and acting.

Lastly, although developing moral dilemmas discussions can be time-consuming and a little
difficult for EFL students, it can be accomplished with practice, and it is worth of effort.
One of the benefits of these practices has been the improvement related to the students’
performance not just as users of English, but as human beings able to solve daily social
issues lived in and outside the school becoming language a meaningful tool for
communicating and living.

Fostering the practice of  moral dilemmas discussion through the reading circles in the EFL
classroom, becomes a promising practice to develop : self-discipline and moral reasoning
which are manifested  through social-emotional behaviors such a good listener, understanding
other’s perspectives and points of view, understanding one’s own and other’s feelings,
cooperating, decision making, and problem solving skills. On the other hand, developing
reading circles in the EFL classroom help readers to become more reflective readers who
develop higher levels of critical thinking. This research practice has been a free space
where the EFL students have had the opportunity to make links between the text and their
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real context and realities. It reinforces Hudelson’s statement   “Reading as a language
process in which an individual construct meaning through a transaction with written text
that has been created by symbols that represent language”. This transaction involves the
reader’s living experiences, cultural and social aspects. On the other hand, learners have
enjoyed reading and writing and view language as a pleasure and a time for sharing opinions
and exploring new issues. They need to use language to learn about and interpret the world
and their every day experiences.

“Education is nothing more nor less than learning to think”

Peter Facione
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ANNEX NUMBER ONE
LESSON PLAN NUMBER 3

GRADES: 6th , 7th , 8th

OBJECTIVES:

 - To enhance students to know the meaning of words included in a text based on a school
situation.

- To read and understand a text based on a school situation.

- To booster students to express orally and in a writen form the opinions they build up from
a situation in a moral dilemma.

PROCEDURES:

I. Preteach vocabulary

1. Find the following words in the puzzle. After that, look for their meaning in your dictionary
and make a drawing for each one: aggressive, classmate, provoke, fight, insult, words,
decision, forces, help, act, feel, hit.

2. After having finished this activity, the students share their answers and the teacher provides
a final revision.

3. The teacher starts by eliciting students’ opinions about the characteristicas of the texts
they have read during previously reading sessions. She boosters students to find out similarities

H U X S E C R O F Q

E V I S S E R G G A

L C L A S S M A T E

P A X P I N S U L T

A F W O R D S Y M H

B G W Q S O U Z N I

C F I G H T V A O D

F E E L I C W O P L

D H P R T A X B K I

E N O I S I C E D E

H.E. Patiño
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and differences among different types of texts such as a tale, a dialogue, and a fable. Finally,
both the students and the teacher built up the characteristics of the type of text called
dilemma. So, the teacher asks the students to discuss the following questions:

a. What are the characteristics of the texts we have read during the previously reading
sessions during the English class?

b. What are the main differences and similarities among a tale, a dialogue, a fable and a
dilemma?

c. Write or draw the main characteristics of a moral dilemma.

d. Remember and write down a difficult situation lived at school with your friends.

ü The teacher uses diverse strategies (body language, context) for helping students
to understand the questions and express their opinions orally.

II. Reading session

1. The teacher enhances the students to read orally the following text, while she elicits their
understanding from the text. After that, they have the possibility to read the text once again
in group.

EYE   BY   EYE,   TOOTH   BY   TOOTH

Alberto is in 9th grade, he is very aggressive with his classmates during the break time. He
usually provokes them to fight; they often receive insults and a rude language from him.

One day, Tomas, one of his classmates, was walking home after school. He was very surprised,
when he noticed that two seventh graders were hitting Albert.  Albert was asking for help,
he was not strong enough for defending himself.

Now, Tomas  had to make  a hard  decision, he stopped  before acting, so  Albert could  feel
what their classmates felt when he hit them in the break time. Albert did not know what to
do in that moment. What would you do?

III. Postreading activities

1. Work in small groups and based on the reading, complete the following story map.
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REFLECTING UPON THE SITUATION

1. Individual work. Reflect upon the following questions and be ready to defend your
opinions in front of the group.

a. What is your opinion about Alberto’s behaviour with his classmates in the school?

b. What is your opinion about the two seventh students who hit Albert? Why?

NOT RIGHT                     0       1      2      3      4      5                       RIGHT

H.E. Patiño
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c. If you were in Tomas’ position what would you do? Why?

2. Then the teacher asks the students to organize a round table and share their answers.
She guides the activity conducting a debate.

3. She writes students’ opinions on the board and finally they will have time to find out
their own possible solutions and conclusions about Alberto’s story.

IMAGINING THE ENDING

1. The teacher asks the students to work in groups and prepare a role play presenting
an ending for the story.

AT HOME

1. The students tell the story to their parents and ask them for help to write a letter for
Albert giving their advice.

ANNEX NUMBER TWO
INTERVIEW # 5

Date: July 25 -2006
Student: Amanda
Grade: 7th

1. ¿Cómo le han parecido las actividades que hemos desarrollado en la clase de Inglés?

St: Me han parecido muy bien.

2. ¿Por qué?

St: Porque hemos aprendido a escuchar y no burlarnos  de nuestros compañeros… a
valorarnos a nosotros mismos.

3. ¿Cómo se sintió durante la actividad?

St: Yo creo que me sentí muy bien.

3. ¿Por qué?
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St: Porque estaba aprendiendo a hablar en Inglés cosas reales, uno debe comprender los
problemas  con los compañeros de clase.

4. ¿Qué opina de los temas  de los textos que se leen en los círculos de lectura?

St: Me han parecido chéveres…porque así uno puede reflexionar mucho con nuestra
vida…tenemos un consejo y damos consejos.

5. ¿Ha aprendido algo durante los círculos de lectura: si o no; por qué?

St: Síí…he aprendido a resolver  los dilemas que nos presenta la profe y palabras que
no sabía antes, a valorarme y a hablar mucho en Inglés.

6. ¿Qué sugerencia tiene para el próximo círculo de lectura?

St: Para el próximo encuentro de Inglés es… que queremos  crear un dilema… entre
todos, que participemos todos …para reforzar nuestros conocimientos.

H.E. Patiño


